Summary about Adya Clarity

ADYA CLARITY
Adya Clarity is a dissolved ionic mineral salt. It is a magnetic sulfate mineral solution that is extracted through an
acid sulfate process from one of the rarest, and most mineral rich Biotite or Black Mica sources on this planet.
Adya Clarity’s function is to precipitate dissolved contaminants within water making the toxins harmless. Adya
Clarity has the ability to convert dissolved contaminants into burned-up, inert matter.
With over 80 trace minerals in soluble form, Adya Clarity also provides the body with one of the most complete
mineral matrices that Nature has to offer.
Water today has many challenges. Thankfully, Adya Clarity goes to work on your water to improve it in many ways.
•

Bacteria is eliminated

•

Impurities are clarified

•

Oxygen is activated

•

Frequency and energy are raised

•

Taste is enhanced

The result is great tasting water that is mineral rich, hydrating, and detoxifying.
rd

This honorable mineral salt is so powerful we have been able to provide 3 world countries the ability to sanitize
and purify some of the most contaminated water on this Earth.

HOW TO USE ADYA CLARITY
Adya Clarity is formulated to be mixed into water. Once mixed with water, the minerals dissolve and become part
of the water.
Adya Clarity minerals also work to purify the water. Dissolved contaminants which exist in the water become
visible. They then sink to the bottom of the glass or container and never mix back into the water. In other words,
while in this water, they can never dissolve again. In distilled water there should be no dissolved contaminants,
therefore, there should be no precipitation. Unfortunately, almost all other waters such as tap, rivers, lakes,
ponds, spring and even most bottled waters show signs of dissolved contaminants. Adya clarity is amazing at
revealing contamination along with making the water safer, cleaner, and healthier to drink.
In this way, Adya Clarity is used to clean-up the impurities in water and as an outstanding source for a complete
matrix of minerals.
* These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA
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Adya also offers a unique gravity fed filter to catch the precipitated matter that has separated from the water.

DOSAGE
The amount of Adya Clarity that should be added to water is dependent on the purity of the water. Following are
the general amounts based on typical drinking water in the United States:
1 teaspoon for 1 gallon of water.
20 drops for 1 quart of water.
5 drops for 8 ounces of water.

RETAIL PACKAGING
2 ounce retails at $25 and transforms approximately 15 gallons of water. This is a one month supply for the
average person. This size is great for travel and on the go.
16 ounce retails for $125 and transforms approximately 125 – 150 gallons of water.
32 ounce retails for $250 and transforms approximately 250 – 300 gallons of water.

BECOMING AN ADYA DISTRIBUTOR
Adya offers direct distribution and volume discounts on all of our products.
Our products have no expiration dates and are typically used every day by our customers.
Minimal investment is needed. And no membership fees are required.
We offer great profit margins of 50% or higher.
Private label opportunities are also available.

* These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA
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